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●In Vietnam, while most hospitals manage hospital-based clinical pharmacy activities (e.g., dispensing medicines and providing doctors/nurses with medicines 
information), the direct patient care by clinical pharmacists (CP) is limited, and patient-specific clinical pharmacy services need to be improved.

●NCGM Dept. of Pharmacy, which provides medication guidance in clinical practices, and JPMA, which has many explanatory materials for patients, will 
collaborate with RAD-AR to train how to create and utilize medication guiding tools which CPs including other healthcare professionals in Vietnam could use for 
patients while holding training activities for acquiring know-how on overall medication guidance by training in Japan and Vietnam and online as well.

●A base will be established so that CPs in Vietnam could independently create and update tools after completing the project. Furthermore, at hospitals widely in 
the northern part of Vietnam as well as Bach Mai Hospital, medication guidance will be practiced by CPs with tools.
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＜ Schedule for FY2021＞
July Online Training 
・Introduction of project and Preparation for participation in 
training
July-Sep Preparation for training
・Discussion of expansion of Medication Guiding Tools 
(including expansion of disease area) and environmental 
development for utilization
Oct Training in Japan (6 pax)
・Training/Practical Training on the Creation of Tools
・Discussion/training on utilization of Tools and development 
of environment
・Education by NCGM CPs and RAD-AR
Jan Follow-up Training in Vietnam (3 pax NCGM +3 pax
JPMA)
・Observation and evaluation of the status of Tools 
expansion and intervention with Tools
・Dissemination of Tools through seminars to other hospitals
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